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We present a theoretical study of spatially modulated phases in self-assembled monolayers of 
mixed surfactants. We propose two models which are appropriate, respectively, for monolayers 
at a fluid-fluid interface and monolayers on a solid substrate. We show that in both cases, the 
molecular shape asymmetry, coupled with the local composition variation, can lead to 
spontaneous formation of periodic structures. In the case of liquid-supported monolayers, the 
molecular shape asymmetry is manifested as a spontaneous curvature of each component of the 
f?lm, which induces periodic variations both in the composition of the amphiphiles and in the 
height profile of the interface (ripples). In the case of solid-supported monolayers, the shape 
asymmetry is reflected in the spontaneous splay of the orientation of the amphiphiles, and the 
spatial modulation involves the composition as well as the orientation of the amphiphilic 
molecules. We analyze these models in some detail near the critical region, where we highlight 
the roles played by various length scales in determining the critical wavelength. We show that 
gravity has some very subtle and nontrivial effects for a liquid-supported, tension-free 
monolayer. We also present some preliminary results for the low temperature cases. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Molecular monolayers formed by adsorption of am- 
phiphiles at fluid-fluid or fluid-solid interfaces are of great 
practical interest because of their relevance to biological 
systems (e.g., cell membranes) and because of their tech- 
nological potential as molecular electronic and optical de- 
vices.* This practical interest, coupled with the fundamen- 
tal interest for understanding quasi-two-dimensional 
systems, has sustained the research activity in the field for 
many decades.’ A unique feature of the monolayer systems 
is that the amphiphiles exist in three-dimensional space 
and yet the head groups (for most practical purposes) can 
be regarded as confined to a two-dimensional interface. 
This duality, and the intricate coupling between the con- 
formational degrees of freedom (e.g., orientation of the 
amphiphile) and the translational degrees of freedom (e.g., 
positional arrangement of the head group), give rise to the 
very rich and complex structures and phase behaviors in 
these monolayer systems. 

Closely related to the aforementioned duality is the 
special symmetry, or rather the lack thereof, in monolayers 
imposed by the inequivalence between the two sides of the 
interface (fluid l-fluid 2, fluid-solid) and between the 
head and tail parts of the amphiphiles. Some of the conse- 
quences of this special symmetry have been addressed by 
several authors.3-8 In particular, Chen et aL4 using symme- 
try arguments, have shown that the usual isotropic- 
nematic phase transition in a suspension of rods disappears 
when the rods are end anchored to an impenetrable sur- 
face. 

Another effect due to the head-tail asymmetry is the 
so-called spontaneous curvature of the monolayer-a 
constraint-free, self-assembled monolayer usually forms a 
curved, rather than flat, geometry with some preferred ra- 
dius of curvature (whose sign indicates whether the head 
or tail side of the monolayer is on the convex side) .‘-I1 The 

physical reason for the spontaneous curvature is the size 
and/or interaction length disparity between the head and 
tail groups of the amphiphilic chain, giving rise to some 
effective shape of the molecule. In fact, it is this effective 
shape of the molecule that determines to a large extent the 
shapes of the micellar aggregates of the surfactants 
(spheres, rods, bilayers, etc.),” and the shapes of the 
emulsion droplets in microemulsions.13,14 When a mono- 
layer is formed from adsorption of amphiphiles on the air- 
water interface, the overall flatness of the interface imposed 
by gravity, forces the monolayer to remain flat at the sac- 
rifice of the spontaneous curvature. As a result, a dense 
monolayer at the air-water interface is usually frustrated 
because of this effect. This frustration can be relieved by 
adding another surfactant component with the opposite 
curvature. By appropriate spatial arrangement of the two 
species, each component can achieve its spontaneous cur- 
vature to the extent allowed by the capillary force and the 
free energy cost due to composition inhomogeneity [see 
Fig. l(a)]. 

When the amphiphiles reside at a fluid-solid interface, 
the head-tail asymmetry manifests itself in a different man- 
ner. Because the deformation free energy is usually rather 
high for a solid surface, the amphiphiles are constrained to 
have their head groups anchored on a flat surface. T&e only 
remaining degree of freedom is the orientation of the am- 
phiphiles. (In a dense monolayer, the amphiphilic chains 
assume predominantly the trans conformation; hence to a 
good approximation, the flexibility of the chains can be 
neglected.r5) In this case, the head-tail asymmetry gives 
rise to a spontaneous splay in the director of the molecules. 
Once again, however, for a single component monolayer, it 
is impossible to satisfy the spontaneous splay everywhere 
without having regions where the splay is of the wrong 
sign, and the free energy cost for having the latter usually 
cannot be compensated by the spontaneous splay free en- 
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FIG. 1. A schematic cross-sectional view of (a) spontaneous rippling of 
a liquid-supported binary surfactant monolayer and (b) periodic varia- 
tion of the molecular orientation in a solid-supported monolayer. The 
compositional variation in the latter case is not shown in (b). 

ergy gain. Here then, a single component monolayer with 
head-tail asymmetry is again frustrated for having to 
maintain a zero-splay state. This frustration is relieved by 
adding another surfactant with the opposite spontaneous 
splay, which results in periodic variations in the orienta- 
tion of the molecules [see Fig. 1 (b)]. 

.In this paper, we study Ihe phenomenology associated 
with the structures and phase transitions in the two cases 
of mixed surfactant films, focusing in particular on the 
effects of spontaneous curvature or the spontaneous splay. 
This study is motivated by several considerations. First, in 
most applications, a surfactant species is often used along 
with a cosurfactant. Therefore, it is only natural to study 
the structures and phase behaviors of two or multicompo- 
nent surfactant monolayers. Second, the model systems 
studied here offer a good example to a general phenomenon 
in condensed-&atter physics, namely, formation of spatial 
patterns induced by molecular asymmetry. A good under- 
standing of this phenomenon may lead to the possibility of 
micromanipulating the arrangements of amphiphiles in 
some applications, such as in microelectronic or optical 
devices. Third, in the majority of phase transition phenom- 
ena in condensed matter, gravity usually has negligible ef- 
fects. However, for the monolayer at the fluid-fluid inter- 
face, it plays an essential and subtle role. Finally, the 
systems studied here offer an interesting contrast between 
monolayers and bilayer vesicles’6”7 of binary amphiphile 
mixtures. In the latter case, the two components reside 
preferentially on the two respective monolayers of the ves- 
icles; thus one has a situation of phase separation without 
a phase boundary.18 

Both monolayers at a fluid-fluid interface and at a 
fluid-solid interface will be studied in this paper. From a 
physical point of view, the two systems are of equal impor- 
tance; hence a natural organization of this paper appears to 
be one in which the two systems are treated in parallel and 
equal amdunt of discussion is devoted to each subject. 
However, the approaches and discussions concerning these 
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two systems are rather similar. Therefore, in the interest of 
avoiding undue repetition and saving space, we choose to 
discuss the fluid-fluid case in some detail and only briefly 
treat the fluid-solid case. This consideration leads to an 
organization of the paper as follows: in Sec. II-IV, we give 
a detailed exposition to our study of monolayers at the 
fluid-fluid interface (henceforth referred to as liquid- 
supported monolayers). In Sec. II, we construct a 
Ginzburg-Landau free energy functional, incorporating 
the three major pieces of free energy contribution due to 
composition variation, curvature elasticity of the film, and 
gravity force. We also present a general thermodynamic 
analysis of the states and state variables in the monolayer 
systems. In Sec. III, we present a detailed analysis of the 
weak undulation case where we only keep terms up to the 
quadratic orders in the height of the interface and its gra- 
dient. We highlight the subtle effects of gravity in deter- 
mining the wavelength of the undulation and the phase 
behaviors and the scaling dependence of the critical wave- 
length on the spontaneous curvature and gravity. We also 
estimate the range of the weak undulation regime and 
point out the necessity for studying the full theory. In Sec. 
IV we present some preliminary results of the nonlinear 
theory obtained by using a simple variational ansatz. An 
important result in this section is that the undulated phase 
disappears if the two components becomes strongly immis- 
cible. Section V contains a condensed discussion of mono- 
layers at the fluid-solid interface (henceforth referred to as 
solid-supported monolayers ) , drawing analogy, and mak- 
ing reference for details to the previous sections. Our anal- 
ysis throughout this paper is based on mean-field theory 
though some effects due to fluctuations will also be dis- 
cussed briefly where appropriate. Section V concludes the 
paper with a discussion of the main results and future 
problems, and the Appendix contains some mathematical 
details pertaining to the derivation of Eq. (4) in Sec. II. 

II. LIQUID-SUPPORTED MONOLAYERS: FREE 
ENERGY AND THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

We consider a smooth, fluid (as opposed to tethered) 
interfacial film of area A described by the parametric func- 
tion R=R(s), where s is the (two-dimensional) coordi- 
nate on the surface. We assume that the film is incompress- 
ible, so that its composition is fully specified by the order 
parameter m(s) which is a measure of the local deviation 
from the homogeneous, symmetric mixture. We use a 
Ginzburg-Landau free energy functional to describe the 
local variation of this order parameter. To quartic order, 
this free energy can be written as 

FJkT = 
I 

d2s{(1/2>tm(s)2+ ( 1/2)ba2[Vsm(s)]2 
A 

+ (1/4>umW4--pm(s)), (1) 

where a is some microscopic length scale (e.g., the nearest- 
neighbor distance between head groups) and p is the 
chemical potential difference between the two components. 

To describe the free energy change due to shape fluc- 
tuations, we generalize the Helfrich curvature elastic free 
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energy for fluid membranes’ to a two-component tilm. To 
quadratic order in curvatures, this free energy reads 

FJkT= 
s 

d2s{2K[H(s> --H&>]2-2KH&)2 
A 

+KG(s)3, (2) 

where H(s) is the local mean curvature, X&,(s) is the spon- 
taneous curvature and G(s) is the Gaussian curvature. The 
term -2KHc( s)~ is included to make the flat film the ref- 
erence state for calculating the free energy. Notice that 
whereas in a single component membrane Ho is a material 
constant across the membrane, in our case, He(s) varies 
with position through its composition dependence. In this 
study, we assume that the two amphiphiles have opposite 
spontaneous radii of curvatures of the same magnitude R, 
so that to lowest orders we may write He(s) as H,(s) 
=m(s)/R,. To leading order, the bending moduli K and 
K are independent of the composition of the film. [One 
may write K and K as expansions in m, and the corrections 
due to the m dependence of these bending moduli are of 
higher orders than the leading terms. For a discussion of 
the bending moduli of mixed surfactants, see Ref. 19.1 By 
virtue of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, the Gaussian curva- 
ture term yields a topological constant after integration 
over the whole surface. Since we will only be concerned 

I 

I- 

with shape changes without change in the topology of the 
film, we can drop this constant from our free energy ex- 
pression. 

The final free energy contribution arises from capillary 
waves which incur a cost in the gravitation energy due to 
undulation of the surface. If the local deviation from the 
flat horizontal position of the surface is h(r), where r is the 
(laboratory) coordinate in the horizontal plane, then this 
free energy is 

F,/kT= (l/2) (kT) -I 
s d2rApghky)2, (3) 

Ao 

where Ap is the density difference between water and air 
(or two other fluids), g is the earth gravity constant, and 
A, is now the area of the flat base. In writing Eq. (3), we 
have implicitly assumed that the function h(x,y) is single . 
valued, i.e., there are no overhangs in the location of the 
surface. We will assume that this is so throughout the pa- 
per. In this case, it is more convenient to work with the 
coordinate system (x,y) and the height of the surface 
h(x,y) rather than the surface coordinate s and its three- 
dimensional position R. This transformation is straightfor- 
ward for all the terms of the free energy except the gradient 
square term in Eq. ( 1) whose transformation is derived in 
the Appendix. We have, after the coordinate transforma- 
tion, 

F/kT= 
J Ao 

d2r[1+(Vh)2]“2((1/2)tm2+(1/4)um4-~m+(1/2)b{(Vm)2-(Vm~Vh)2/[1+(Vh)2])) 

+ I,, d2rI.1+(Vh)211n ((1/2)K{[V2h+(Vh)2V2h-VhVh:VVh]/[1+(Vh)2]3’2)2 

--ilKm[V2h+(Vh)2V2h-VhVh:VVh]/[1+(Vh)2]3’2)+ [ d2r(1/2)Ch2, 
J-4, 

(4) 

where we have scaled all lengths, including the height of 
the interface, by the microscopic length scale a, and the 
dimensionless parameters are /z=2a/R, and c= Apga4/ 
kT. 5‘ can be written more conveniently if we define the 
capillary length AC= ( Apg/kT) 1’4; then 5‘ is simply 
c= ( a/AJ4. The parameters b and u can be estimated from 
the regular solution theory; quantitative estimates will be 
discussed later. 

To obtain the equilibrium profile for m (r) and h(r) for 
a fixed amount of surface area, we minimize Eq. (4) sub- 
ject to the constraint 

A([h(r)])= JAo d2r[1+(Vh)2]1’2. ‘(5) 

This can be achieved by introducing a Lagrange multiplier 
77 and minimizing the new thermodynamic function 

G/kT=F/kT-v 
s 

&r[l+(Vh)2]1’2. (6) 
Ao 

It is convenient to regard G as the grand potential for an 
open system where the amount of both components, or 
equivalently, the total amount of interface and the compo- 
sition (controlled by p) can vary freely. This view of G 
leads naturally to the definition of a surface pressure (ten- 
sion) Z- such that G= -~4,,.~’ rr > 0 corresponds to com- 
pression of the film, whereas rr<O corresponds to tensile 
extension. For a compressed single-component film, Milner 
et aZ.21 have shown that a buckling instability occurs at 
some critical compression pressure with a wave number 
qc=K”4/A,. The physical reason for such a buckling in- 
stability is clear: in order to accommodate excess amount 
of interface on a flat base, the interface has to wrinkle. 
Similar buckling instabilities are also expected for our 
mixed surfactant film when it is under compression. In a 
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sense, the phenomena of buckling under compression is 
“trivial” as this arises merely from the need to accommo- 
date the excess amount of interface. The more interesting 
case is when the film is free of tension or compression. In 
this case, G=O. It can be shown that this condition is 
equivalent to minimizing the free energy per unit area (of 
the fluctuating interface) F/A, where A is given by Eq. 
(5). This is the point of adsorption saturation,22’23 whereby 
the surfactant film coexists with surfactants in solution and 
is the situation which we focus in this paper. For this case, 
the minimization conditions become 

hk= (l/A,) 
s 

d2rh(r)exp( -zlc.r) 
Ao 

and we find 

hk=i/ZKk2(Kk4+f)-‘mk. (10) 

Thus we see that a spatial modulation in m gives rise to an 
undulation in h and vice versa. Substituting Eq. ( 10) in the 
free energy leads to the following effective free energy in 
terms of mk: 

GFC[m(r),h(r) 13hMr) =Q (74 

6FCCm(r),h(r)l3/Sh(r)=rlGAC[h(r)l3/Sh(r), 
(7b) 

and 

q=F/A. (7c) 

III. LIQUID-SUPPORTED MONOLAYERS: RIPPLING 
TRANSITION IN THE NEAR-CRITICAL REGION 

F(mk) = (K!Mo ; Qkmkm-k--d@% 

+ higher order terms, (11) 

where 

To study the onset of rippling and the scaling of the 
critical wavelength, we keep terms only up to 
O[h2, (Vh) 2, ( V2h) 2]. The free energy now becomes 

F{[m(r),h(r)])= I d%[(1/2)tm2+(1/2)b(Vm)2 
Ao 

+ ( 1/4)um4-pm] 

Qk=t+bk2G12K2k4/(Kk4+c). (12) 

A spatially modulated phase first appears when Qk be- 
comes negative for some nonzero k. This leads to the fol- 
lowing inequality for the parameters in the theory: 

A4 > 4b2K- 3c (13) 

which is met by most surfactant systems. (A more quan- 
titative estimate will be discussed later.) Therefore, with an 
appropriate choice of a binary mixture, this rippling insta- 
bility should be easy to observe. 

+ d2r[ ( 1/2)K(V2h)2 

--ilKmV2h+ ( 1/2)<h2] 

and the area A is given approximately by 

(8) 

Next, we look for the critical wave number of the un- 
dulation. This corresponds to the minimum of Qk [we will 
assume hereafter that the inequality Eq. (13) is always 
satisfied]. Setting aQ,/ap=O, we have 

Jz/zK~-“2k=b1’2+b”2K~-1k4. (14) 

It is convenient to define a=4b2y(L4K3>; evidently 
O<o<l [cf.Eq. (13)]. WeseektobringEq. (14) intothe 
scaling form 

AC[h(r)l3= I,, d2r[1+(1/2)(Vh)2]. (9) 

Notice that in Eq. (8), we have ignored such terms as 
m2(Vh)2, (Vm)2(Vh)2, etc. It could be argued that to be 
completely consistent, these terms should be included. 
However, they are not expected to change the small- 
amplitude behaviors in any qualitative way. For locating 
the transition point, only the quadratic coefficients count 
and these higher order terms can be justifiably ignored. 

2(k/K) =a”+ (k//c)4, (15) 

where we have introduced a wave number scale K. Com- 
paring Eq. ( 15) with Eq. ( 14), along with the definition of 
a, we find 

K=2-‘/6b-1/6j11/3 l/6 
c (16) 

and Y= l/3. Thus the critical wave number k, is 

For small amplitude undulations, it can be seen from 
Eq. (7~) that v is of the order of O[h2, ( Vh)2, ( V2h>2]. Thus 
to the quadratic order, the right-hand side of Eq. (7b) can 
be set to zero as it will be of higher orders. Thus we may 
regard q as zero, and Eqs. (7a) and (7b) become an un- 
constrained variational problem. 

k,=d(d, (17) 
where the function $I is the real, positive solution to 24 
=~l’~++~, with 4(O) =21’3 and Cp( 1) =l. 

At the critical wave number, 

Q(k,)=-(l/2)/22KqS(a)2[b-‘&+&3]=-go. 
(18) 

At the quadratic order, minimization of F with respect 
to h is easily accomplished by introducing the Fourier 
transforms 

mk= ( i/Ao) J- d2rm(r)exp( --&or) 
Ao 

and 

Thus we have an upward shift of the effective critical tem- 
perature by an amount of go. In the critical region, the free 
energy takes the form of a Brazovskii mode1,24 which has 
been studied in some detail by Garel and Doniach2’ in the 
context of uniaxial magnetic film and by Andelman et al. 26 
in the context of a Langmuir monolayer of dipolar mole- 
cules. In particular, Andelman et al. have calculated the 
t-m phase diagram near the critical point and have found 
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five possible phases-a uniform m > 0 phase, a hexagonally 
ordered droplet phase with the droplet region having 
m < 0, a stripe phase with alternating regions of m < 0 and 
m > 0, a hexagonally ordered droplet phase with the drop- 
let region having m > 0, and a uniform phase with m < 0. 
Except for some possible complications due to higher order 
coupling terms such as m2( Vh ) 2, we expect a similar phase 
diagram for the case studied here with accompanying un- 
dulations (in the case of spatially modulated phases) in the 
surface height profile. Far below the critical temperature, 
of course, our free energy differs from the Brazovskii 
model. 

It is interesting to note the peculiar dependence of the 
critical wavelength on the spontaneous radius of curvature 
and on the capillary length. Since 4 is a very weak function 
of a, the dominant dependence of kc on il and 5 is con- 
tained in the power-law scaling dependence [Eq. (16)]. We 
will see next that for most surfactant systems, we expect 
~(1, thus Q(k,) is practically - ( 1/2)b-‘/22K4(0)3 
= -A2Kb-‘, which is independent of the capillary length. 
Thus, while gravity has a significant effect on the critical 
wavelength of undulation, it has little effect on the phase 
diagram in the near-critical region. 

At this point, it is helpful to have a quantitative esti- 
mate of the parameters appearing in the th:ory. We take 
our microscopic length scale to be a=5 A. For typical 
short-chain surfactants, R o~50 A and Ks2 (in units of 
kT).27 With Ap~l g/(cm>3 (between water and air), the 
capillary length at room temperature is roughly 8000 A. 
To estimate the parameters b and u appearing in Eq. ( 1) , 
we resort to a lattice regular solution model in two dimen- 
sion (Bragg-Williams solution of the two-dimensional bi- 
nary mixture model). In this way, we obtain b= 1/(2d) 
= l/4 and u= l/3. Using these parameters, we estimate 
the critical wavelength L,=2?r/k, to be roughly 5196 A 
which should be within the accessible range of typical op- 
tical experiments. 

It is also of interest to estimate the validity of the 
critical (small amplitude) region. In order for our preced- 
ing analysis to be valid, we must have (Vh)2<< 1 or 
ehkhBk < 1. It can be shown with the aid of Eq. (10) that 

~hkh-k=2-1’3b”3(&/Ro)4’3mkm-~. (19) 

Just below the critical temperature, the spatial modulation 
is dominated by a sinusoidal wave with the critical wave- 
length. For a symmetric composition (p=O), the ampli- 
tude of the one-dimensional wave is found to be 

mkmmk=(4/3)u-‘(go-t) (20) 

[in obtaining this result, we have ignored terms such as 
m2(Vh)2]. If we consider ehkh....k = 1 to be the limit of 
validity of the small amplitude approximation, we can de- 
termine the range for the effective temperature t,=t-go, 
where the approximation is valid. Combining Eqs. (19) 
and (20), and setting ehkhBk = 1, we can see that the 
small amplitude approximation is valid only when 

-(3/4)21’3b-1’3u(Ro/A,)4’3<te<0. (21) 

For R,=50 A, the left-hand side of Eq. (21) is - 5.8 
x 10m4, a very small range indeed. Therefore, for short 
surfactant systems, experimentally it is difficult to observe 
the small amplitude region. Possible systems for which this 
region is observable are diblock copolymers for which the 
spontaneous radius of curvature can be very large. If we 
take Ro= 500 A, the left-hand side of Eq. (21) becomes 
-1.2x 10-2. 

IV. LIQUID-SUPPORTED MONOLAYERS: LOW 
TEMPERATURE PHASES 

Physically, the small-amplitude region analyzed in the 
previous section corresponds to slightly incompatible sur- 
factant mixtures. The incompatibility has to be just large 
enough for Qk to be negative at the critical wavelength, but 
not too negative. It is clear from the previous section that 
this regime is in a very narrow temperature range. For 
more incompatible mixtures, we cannot treat Vh as being 
small and therefore have to use the full nonlinear form (4). 
A general treatment using Eq. (4) is necessarily rather 
complicated, so we limit our discussion to the symmetric 
mixture (p=O), where the rippled phase is expected to be 
a one-dimensional undulation. However, some of the con- 
clusions drawn for this special case are also expected to be 
valid for general situations. 

Let us analyze the physical factors affecting the rip- 
pling of the interface at low temperatures (by which we 
mean strongly incompatible mixtures). Clearly, the driving 
force for the rippling of the interface is the opposite spon- 
taneous curvatures of the two components of the mono- 
layer. By arranging the two components in an alternating 
fashion, each component achieves a certain satisfaction of 
its spontaneous curvature. However, this tendency for rip- 
pling is countered by two opposing factors. First, gravity 
keeps the interface from making large amplitude undula- 
tions, and second, the periodic arrangement of the two 
(incompatible) components introduces domain wall free 
energy cost, which increases with decreasing temperatures 
and/or wavelength. In the near critical region, as the tem- 
perature (i.e., t,) decreases from t,=O, the wavelength 
should first decrease; this is because the spontaneous cur- 
vature of the mixture is Am and the magnitude of m in- 
creases as temperature decreases. Thus the effective spon- 
taneous curvature of the mixture increases and hence the 
wavelength of undulation decreases. For very low temper- 
atures, m is expected to reach a saturated value ( =: f 1 ), 
sharp boundaries develop between domains and the order- 
parameter expansion ( 1) is no longer a good approach. In 
this regime, the gain in the spontaneous curvature energy 
will reach a saturated value and this value has to compete 
with the cost incurred by the formation of sharp domain 
walls and the penalty due to gravity. It is this competition 
between the spontaneous curvature energy on the one hand 
and the domain-wall energy and gravitation energy on the 
other that determines the wavelength of the undulation 
and indeed determines if the undulated phase is favorable 
at all. The result of this competition may eventually make 
it so unfavorable energetically to have spatial modulation 
that the system prefers macroscopic phase separation into 
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two bulk phases without undulation in the interfacial pro- 
file. It is likely that this balance occurs even earlier at some 
finite wavelength, in which case, we expect a first order 
transition to the uniform phases. 

To make the above argument more quantitative, we 
have carried out a variational calculation. For a one- 
dimensional wave, it is expected that the undulation con- 
sists of alternating domains of the two surfactant species 
whose composition is nearly uniform with m reaching the 
saturated value f 1 and which are separated by narrow 
domain walls with a wall energy (per unit length) y. Tak- 
ing one-half of a period with say m= 1, we make a varia- 
tional ansatz for the height of the inter-facial profile, assum- 
ing the undulation is in the x direction 

h=(1/2)a(D2-X2)(-D<X<D), (22) 

where D is one-quarter of the period, and for convenience, 
we have set the origin at the maximum height of the pro- 
file. Then the three dominant free energy contributions are 
evaluated to be 

Fe1={Ka2D[ 1+ (2/3)a2@]/( l+c~~ti)~‘~ 

-2Kd arctan(aD))L, 

Fg= [ (2/15)ca2D5] L,, 

(234 

(23b) 

Fu,=yL (23~) 

for the curvature elastic energy, the gravity energy, and the 
wall energy, respectively. L is the length of the system in 
the y direction. The area of the half-period is 

A= LD{( 1 +a2@) 1’2 

+a-1D-‘ln[aD+(1+a2D2)“2]). (24) 

The free energy per unit area is then f = (Fe, + Fg+ F,)/A. 
We first minimize f over a to obtain a free energy as a 
function of D. This free energy for three different values of 
fs is plotted in Fig. 2, where f. in the ordinate is the free 
energy per unit area for the uniform phase without undu- 
lation under the same conditions (i.e., m= 1, a=O, and 
l/D=O). The other parameters used in the plot are K=2, 
R,=50 A (A=O.2), and A,=8000 A. It is readily seen 
that the wavelength of the undulation increases as the wall 
energy increases. For y= 1.2, the free energy is positive for 
nonzero a/D; thus at this value of y, we expect that the 
system will prefer a macroscopically separated uniform 
phase without undulation. Figure 2(b) shows a magnified 
view of the free energy for the long wavelength regions. 
The local maxima at a/D> 0 suggest that the transition 
from spatially modulated stripes to a uniform phase is 
likely to be first order. Note, however, the small scale of 
the free energy difference in the plot. With such shallow 
free energy minima, the fluctuations in the domain sizes 
are expected to be very large. Instead of well-ordered 
stripes, experimentally we may see domains of irregular 
shapes which could resemble a two-dimensional micro- 
emulsion pattern. 

:111, 
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FIG. 2. Free energy per unit area as a function of the periodicity for a 
liquid-supported binary surfactant monolayer. Here D is l/4 of the period 
and a is the microscopic length scale. (b) is a magnified view of (a) in the 
small u/D region. The reference free energy f. is taken to be that of a 
uniform, macroscopically separated phase. 

V. SOLID-SUPPORTED MONOiAYERS 

We consider a film of constant surface density, so the 
free energy associated with the composition variation can 
again be described by a Ginzburg-Landau free energy ex- 
pansion in the order parameter m. Because the surface is 
always flat, the surface coordinate coincides with the lab- 
oratory flat base coordinates and we can write the free 
energy as 

FJkT= d2r[ ( 1/2)tm2+ ( 1/2)b(Vm)2 

+ (1/4)um4-pm], (25) 
where, again, the lengths are all scaled by some micro- 
scopic length scale a. We use a unit vector n^ to describe the 
orientation of the surfactant. For the free energy of direc- 
tor fluctuations, we assume that the mixture system is 
globally in an untilted phase (the analog of the 3d 
smectic-A phase), so that there is no preferred tilt angle. 
This feature is captured by a term ( l/2& l c which penal- 
izes the unit director n^ for having components parallel to 
the surface c= fi--z^(z^ * 8). Alternatively, this term can be 
thought of as the lowest order, nontrivial term in the ex- 
pansion of --sZ* 6 which is permitted because of the lack of 
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inversion symmetry (with respect to the anchoring sur- 
face) in the system and physically favors the upward ori- 
entation. In analogy to 3D liquid crystals,28 we also include 
Frank elastic energy terms for splay ( 1/2)K,(V l n^)2 
= (~/~)K,(V*C)~ and (in-plane) bend (1/2)K,(Vxc)’ 
= ( I/~)KJ’(ZXV) * c12. The special feature alluded to 
throughout the paper, namely, the head-tail asymmetry, 
amounts to a spontaneous splay term which is proportional 
to the local composition inhomogeneity m, -K&mV * n^ 
= - KJ.pV l c. Thus the elastic part of the free energy is 

F,,/kT = 
s 

d2r( 1/2)sc2+ ( ~/~)K,(V*C>~ 
Ao 

+(1/2)&(vxc)“-KJflV*c. (26) 

(The reason for writing the coefficient of the spontaneous 
splay term as K$, will become clear later when we com- 
pare solid-supported monolayers with liquid-supported 
monolayers.) The total free energy is simply the sum of 
Eqs. (25) and (26). 

The composition and director profiles are obtained in a 
straightforward manner by minimizing the free energy 
with respect to these order parameters. Note here that the 
amount of surfactants is fixed once we specify the area of 
the interface and assume incompressibility of the film. 
Thus the complications encountered in the liquid- 
supported film where the amount of surfactants varies with 
the interfacial height profile do not arise. 

Because the free energy is quadratic in c, it is most 
convenient to first minimize the free energy with respect to 
c by using a Fourier transform; this gives 

k-c~=iK+%z,J(s+K.&? Wa) 

and 

’ (z^xk) l c=O. Wb) 

Substituting Eq. (27) into the full free energy, we obtain 
an effective free energy for the order parameter m. In Fou- 
rier modes, this free energy is 

F/kT=Ao 2 (1/2)Qkmkm-k-A@mo 
k 

fhigher order terms 

with 

(28) 

Qk=t+bk2-K~d~k2/(S+K~). (29) 

The critical point is located at aQ,Jak2=0 and Qk=O, 
which yield 

,+(~/K,)-“2(~J~-1’2~-“2-l)1’2 

for the critical wave vector and 

(304 

t,=K&Z( l-b1’2s”2Ks-1as-1)2 (3Ob) 

for the critical temperature. In order to have a nonzero k,, 
we must have K&> b”2s1’2. 

In order to have an estimate for the values of the elas- 
tic constants K, and il,, it is instructive to relate them to 
the curvature elastic constants appearing in the free energy 
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FIG. 3. An illustration of the relationship between a splay deformation of 
the molecular orientation in the solid-supported film and a curvature 
deformation in the corresponding liquid-supported film. 

for the liquid-supported monolayer. Such a relationship 
should exist because curvature elasticity and director elas- 
ticity have a common physical origin. On a local scale, 
splay of the director has the same effect as curving the 
interface, namely, to change the tail-tail distance.’ The 
curl deformation of the director is more subtle, but since it 
does not appear in our (mean-field) free energy, we focus 
on KS and &. Consider for simplicity a one-dimensional 
splay. Now V-c= (l/a>[c,(x+a) -c,(x)], where a is 
some microscopic length scale (e.g., nearest-neighbor 
head-head distance) and c, is the x component of the unit 
director n^. For a small splay, c,(x+a) -c,(x) ~0, where 
0 is the angle between the two directors. On the other 
hand, from simple geometry as illustrated in Fig. 3, az=8R, 
where R is the (extrapolated) radius. Putting these pieces 
together, we have ac,/ax=: l/R. Thus KS corresponds to 
the curvature bending constant K for the liquid-supported 
film and the spontaneous splay corresponds to the sponta- 
neous curvature. Hence, as a zeroth-order approximation, 
we can write 1, as A.,=2a/R,,, where R, can be thought of 
as the spontaneous radius of curvature of the correspond- 
ing liquid-supported monolayer. Since typically R, - 50 A, 
we expect 4-0.2. On the other hand, the solid nature of 
the substrate can make KS significantly different from its 
liquid-supported monolayer counterpart. 

The free energy (28) has the form of the Brazovskii 
model. Therefore, we expect the phase diagram near the 
order-disorder transition to be similar to the ones studied 
by previous authors. As a function of the composition, we 
expect to see stripe phases for symmetric compositions and 
hexagonally ordered “bubble” phases for asymmetric com- 
positions with the minority species forming the bubbles. 

At very low temperatures, the order-parameter expan- 
sion (25) for small m is no longer appropriate. The general 
analysis for low temperatures is difficult, so we again spe- 
cialize to the one-dimensional wave with the symmetric 
composition (i.e., p=O>. We assume, as we did for the 
fluid-fluid film, that the two components separate into al- 
ternating, distinct domains with sharp domain walls. Each 
domain is occupied exclusively by one of the components 
(rnz f 1) . Thus the free energy can once again be sepa- 
rated into an elastic contribution and a domain wall con- 
tribution. Consider half of a period occupied by one of the 
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FIG. 4. Free energy per unit area as a function of the periodicity for a 
solid-supported binary surfactant monolayer. The reference free energy JO 
is taken to be that of a uniform, macroscopically separated phase. 

species characterized by a positive spontaneous splay. We 
make the variational ansatz that the director field c (as 
measured by the projection of the molecular director to the 
direction of the wave) varies linearly within the domain, 
i.e., c=co(x/D> for -D<x<D, where D is a quarter of 
the period; then the free energy per unit area becomes 

f-fo= (1/6)sc;+ (1/2)K.&@-K&&D 

+ (1/2)y/D, (31) 

where f o is the free energy of the uniform, macroscopically 
separated phase (m= 1, c=O, and l/D=O). We first min- 
imize f with respect to co, thus obtaining the following free 
energy as a function of D: 

f - fo= - ( 1/2)K;A;D-2/[ (1/3>s+K,/D7 

+ (l/2) y/D. (32) 
This free energy is plotted in Fig. 4 for s= 1, y=O.8 and 
different values of the spontaneous splay 1, and the elastic 
constant KS. The three curves in the figure are intended to 
show the effects of both the spontaneous splay (measured 
by 2,) and the elastic (stiffness) constant KS. As expected 
on physical grounds, for a given KS, large 1, favors mod- 
ulated phases because the gain in spontaneous splay energy 
has to be large enough to overcome the wall energy cost. 
Similarly, for a given /2,, a larger KS makes a larger gain in 
the spontaneous splay energy and hence favors spatially 
modulated phases. Although not shown in the figure, we 
expect a large wall energy to disfavor spatially modulated 
phases. When the gain in the spontaneous splay energy can 
no longer compensate for the cost incurred by the domain 
wall energy, the system chooses to separate macroscopi- 
tally into two (2D) bulk phases. Again, it is interesting to 
note that the free energy function has the feature of a 
first-order transition in going between the spatially modu- 
lated phase and the macroscopically separated uniform 
phase, as the parameters (a,, KS and y) are varied; this 
implies that the transition from the stripe phase to the 
uniform phases occurs at some finite wavelength. Given 
the simple form of the free energy (32), we can locate the 

point of the transition from the stripe phase to the uniform 
phase; this is found from f - fo=O and a( f - fo)/c3D=0 
whence we obtain 

y= (1/2)K&;(3K,/~)“~. (33) 

Thus we have the striped phase for y < ( 1/2)K& 
x (3KJs) v2 and the macroscopically separated, uniform 
phase for y> (l/2)&&,2( 3KJ.s) *‘2. Notice that the free en- 
ergy scale for the minima and barrier is much larger than 
in the corresponding figure for the liquid-supported mono- 
layer. Thus the low temperature stripes can be quite stable ^ --._ 
and the first-order nature in the transition between the 
stripe phase and the uniform phase can be fairly pro- 
nounced. 

Vi. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have focused on an important aspect 
of surfactant monolayers, namely, the head-tail asymme- 
try and its consequences in the structures and phase tran- 
sitions. Although this head-tail asymmetry has been 
known to have important effects in determining the shapes 
of micellar aggregates and microemulsion droplets, consid- 
erably fewer studies have been conducted which address its 
effects in the monolayer systems. This relative lack of at- 
tention is probably because most in-depth structural stud- 
ies of monolayers have focused on single-component sys- 
tems, and in these single component systems, the effects of 
spontaneous curvature or the spontaneous splay are sup- 
pressed for the reasons mentioned in the Introduction. 
However, in binary mixtures, these effects can have mani- 
fest consequences. Our study in this paper provides a phe- 
nomenological account for the structures and phase tran- 
sitions that can take place in a monolayer of binary 
surfactant mixtures when the head-tail asymmetry be- 
comes important. Specifically, our study shows that local 
composition variation, when coupled to the spontaneous 
curvature or splay, can lead to thermodynamically stable, 
spatially modulated phases. Estimates using reasonable 
values for the parameters in our theory suggest that the 
predicted phenomena should not be difficult to observe ex- 
perimentally. 

The rippling transition of mixed surfactant layers at 
the fluid-fluid interface has recently been studied by An- 
delman et aL2’ using a free energy functional which keeps 
only up to the quadratic order in Vh. However, in that 
work, the effects of gravity were not considered. Rather, it 
has a surface tension term which penalizes the increase of 
surface area due to rippling. Their system thus corresponds 
more to an insoluble monolayer where the amount of sur- 
factants in the monolayer is iixed, but the total area of the 
monolayer is not. [However, before the saturation of ad- 
sorption is reached, the situation can be complicated due to 
the finite (two-dimensional) compressibility of the film, 
and variations in the total surfactant density may have to 
be considered.] Our work focuses on the situation where 
the monolayer has reached saturated adsorption and there- 
fore there is no net surface tension22923 and the gravity 
effect becomes the only opposing force for the wrinkling of 
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the interface. This difference results in very different be- 
haviors in the fluctuation spectrum of the order parameters 
as well as different wavelengths for the undulation. 
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two-dimensional striped phases cannot have true long 
range order because of the Landau-Peierls instability.37 
The stripe order can only persist within cybotactic groups 
whose shapes are generally anisotropic.28Y38 While these 
fluctuation effects need to be incorporated for an accurate 
description of the physical systems, our mean-field study is 
nevertheless useful in elucidating the phenomenology asso- 
ciated with the spontaneous curvature or spontaneous 
splay effects in monolayers of binary surfactant mixtures. 

It is interesting to contrast the behavior between 
monolayers and bilayers of binary surfactant mixtures. In 
the case of a bilayer, the two components which are of 
opposite spontaneous curvatures can migrate to the two 
monolayers comprising the bilayer. By an uneven distribu- 
tion of the two components between the two monolayers, 
the system (bilayer) achieves a minimum free energy state 
with a finite curvature.17 In a sense, the two monolayers 
are two phases each rich in one of the surfactant species; 
however, by going to diierent sides of the bilayer, the two 
phases avoid the usual interfacial region. Thus, there is no 
domain wall energy cost as in the monolayer cases. 
MacKintosh and Safrant8 have further studied the phase 
diagram for binary surfactant bilayers. In this context, our 
work studies a complementary situation where the two 
components are forced to stay in the same monolayer. 
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APPENDIX 

In this appendix, we derive the transformation for the 
term [V,m(s>12 in Eq. ( 1) to an expression in terms of the 
flat-base coordinate x, y and the interfacial profile h(x,y). 
Take an infinitesimal element of the surface and define a 
local orthogonal coordinate system u, u, w, where u and u 
are defined along the tangential plane and w is the coordi- 
nate along the surface normal. Then, 

[V,m(s)]2=m2,+m; 

The approach in this paper is phenomenological and 
the theoretical analysis is mean field. Thus two natural 
future directions for the present work are to relate the 
parameters in the phenomenological theory to molecular 
parameters and to address thermal fluctuation effects. In- 
teractions involving surfactant molecules are very complex 
in general, and a real molecular theory for calculating the 
phenomenological parameters would be a formidable task. 
Therefore, we will be content with establishing some qual- 
itative or semiquantitative relationship between these pa- 
rameters and some general characteristics of the surfactant 
molecules, such as the length of the hydrocarbon tail, the 
size of the head group, etc. Several theoretical calculations 
have been made on the curvature elastic properties of poly- 
meric surfactant films. 1g*34 Furthermore, Safran et al. 35 
have derived a Ginzburg-Landau free energy for grafted 
rod-like surfactants interacting via a Lennard-Jones poten- 
tial, More recently, Kaganer et al.36 have studied the tilting 
transitions of rod-like surfactant monolayers in conjunc- 
tion with the local positional order. Similar approaches to 
these works will be followed. 

=f&;+x;) +m;(y2,+yS, 

+ 37bmy(x~u+x$u) f t-41) 
where m,=dm/au, m,=am/dx, x,&x/au, etc. Any dif- 
ferential vector ds on the surface can be written as 

ds=u”du+Cdv=3dx+jdy+2(hJx+h,jdy), (AZ) 
where in writing the last term we have made use of dz 
=Vh -dr=h&x+h#y. 

Taking the dot product of Eq. (A2) with R and J?, 
respectively, yields 

dx=(x^-u^)du+(x^-@do, Wa) 

dy=(y^*u^)du+(y^*v^)dv. (A3b) 
Thus, we have x,=R * u^, x,=3 * fi, y,=y. u^, and y,=y^* u^. 
Since x^. u^ is nothing but the cosine of the angle between 
axes x^ and u^, and similarly for other products, we have the 
following identities: 

The effects of thermal fluctuations can be addressed at 
two levels. First, in the critical region, our models are of 
the Brazovskii type,% therefore, we expect that fluctuations 
around the critical wave vector will modify the transition 
to the ordered phases to become weakly first order. Second, 

(2 * 22)2f (a * v^)2+ (2 * 22>2= 1, (A44 

(y^‘u^)2+(p.o>2+(p.~)2=1, (A4b) 
and 

(a.a)(y^.u^)f(x^.v^)(y^.v^)+(R.~)(y^.rir)=o. 
(A4c) 

Using these relations enables us to write 
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x2,+x;= 1- (2. ri)2, (A54 

y2,+y~=l-((y^*z# (Mb) 

and 

x&Yu+x~,=-(~-.)(y^-3). 645~) 

Now R * ~2 and y^ * ~3 are just the x and y components of the 
surface normal unit vector zi, which for a single-valued 
height function h(x,y) is simply 

~Z=(l+h;+h;)-“~(-2h,-9h,,+z^). L46) 

Therefore, 

2*ti=-h,(l+h;+h;)-“2, (A74 

jM=-h,,(l+h;+h;)-‘“. (A7b) 

Hence, 

m~+m~=(l+h~+h~)-l[m~(l+h~)+m~(l+h~) 

- 2m,m,h&l 
=[1+(Vh)2]-1[(Vm)2+(VmXVh)2] 

=(Vm)2-(VmaVh)2/[1+(Vh)2]. w3) 
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